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Cognitive Psychology

Lecture 1. Introduction
Part 1.

What is Cognitive Psychology?

• The study of human cognition
– Memory, perception, language, and other

thought processes

• Foundation to other psychological
disciplines

Why isn’t introspection
sufficient? E.g., Introspection says

• Vision is effortless
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E.g., Introspection says

• Memory is an accurate record of the past

like a reflection in the pond…

E.g., Introspection says

• We think and reason logically thanks to
language and consciousness

Big-brained humans rely
on conscious thoughts
and language to reason
logically

But don’t trust introspection

Titchener’s List: Elements of Thought

Eye 32,820
Ear (audition) 11,600
Nose ?
Tongue 4
Skin 4
Muscle 2
Tendon 1

Joint 1
Alimentary canal 1
Blood-vessels ?
Lungs 1?
Sex Organs 1
Ear (static sense) 1

Total = 44,435

Scrutinize introspections

• Vision is effortless
– Evidence for: Mary Potter’s studies
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RSVP (Rapid Serial Visual Presentation)

A sequence of complex scenes is presented quickly

RSVP Demo 1 RSVP Demo 2
Is this image in the sequence?

RSVP Demo 3
Is this image in the sequence?

Scrutinize introspections

• Vision is effortless
– Evidence for: Mary Potter’s studies

150ms is enough for perceiving
complex scenes. That’s very fast!
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Scrutinize introspections

• Vision is effortless
– Evidence against: Simons &

Rensink’s studies

People fail to notice things all the time

“It is against state policy to pave over a deer,” said an
engineer from the department, “if in fact the deer was
in the work area, it should have been removed before the
work was done.”   -- AP, 8/96

Feb 9, 2000, American submarine rammed a Japanese fishing vessel

Change detection
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Change blindness in realistic scenes

Change blindness in realistic scenes

Vision is not automatic, efficient, or foolproof

Who’s right and who’s wrong?
Potter: Vision is efficient

- RSVP results replicable
- gist comprehension is efficient

Simons: Vision is coarse
- Change blindness results replicable
- Visual details are hard to retain

Both are right, with respect to certain
aspects (gist or details) of scene perception
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Gist versus details

So: Intuition about gist/detail doesn’t apply across board

To a computer: it may well be the opposite
Dumb computers can do pixel-by-pixel

comparison to detect changes
To comprehend gist requires a super-

smart computer

To humans: comprehending gist is easier than 
getting visual details

2nd reason why introspection fails:
Demise of consciousness

• Consciousness is the tip of the iceberg
• Case 1: Miss X

– 60 years old woman
– Suffered from stroke in right parietal lobe

Case 1: Miss X: right parietal damage

• Neglect left side of the space

Neglect people in her
left visual field

Copy right half of a
figure

Eat right half
of her plate

Marshall and Halligan (1988)

Are the two houses
Same or different?

Which one would
You prefer to live
In?
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Consciousness: tip of iceberg

• Case 2: Split-brain patient

Left and right hemispheres are
connected by corpus callosum

Disconnecting the 2 hemispheres
can relieve severe epilepsy

Case 2: Split-brain patient

• For most people, the left hemisphere controls
speech; the right doesn’t

“Clap hands”

Left hemisphere sees it…

“stand up”
“laugh”

Right hemisphere sees it…

“open umbrella”

Can
answer
why he
stood up

confabulates
about why
he laughed

Summary

• Do we need to study cognition
scientifically, from a 3rd person approach?
– Yes, introspection is limited

• E.g., vision is not generally effortless and simple
– Unconscious processes occur

• E.g., neglect patients;
– Verbal report may be a confabulation

• E.g., split-brain patient

Course requirements

• All students for credit (100 points)
– Midterm (11/18/04 in class) --25pt
– Final exam (1/20/05) --45pt
– Lab report --30pt

• 3 in-class labs: visual search, serial position curve, and mental
rotation

• Graduate students (50 more points)
– Written homework for supplemental readings (20 pt)
– Term paper: research proposal (30 pt, due 1/13/05)
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Course administration

• Textbook: Daniel Reisberg (2001):
Cognition

• Webpage:
– http://www.courses.fas.harvard.edu/~ext12337

• Email: yuhong@wjh.harvard.edu
– Specify: PSYCE1020

Learn materials & critical thinking

• Careful reading of popular press

“Numberless Tribe Proves the
Unthinkable: Unable to count, group
without precise number system shows
how language limits thought”

Do you believe this claim? Go read Gordon (2004)

Homework

• Read Daniel Reisberg (2001), Chapter 1
• Read Gordon (2004), “Numerical cognition

without words: Evidence from Amazonia”,
Science, 8/19/04. (File uploaded on the
course webpage). No written homework
required.

Cognitive Psychology

Lecture 1. Introduction
Part 2: Themes
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From Pavlov to Garcia

• Pavlov (1927)
– Ran a bell before

feeding his dog
– Dog salivated

when bell was
presented alone

– Classical
conditioning

From Pavlov to Garcia

• Garcia & Koelling
(1966)
– Rats drink sugar water

in a noisy room with
flashing lights

– Bad things happen
• Group 1: X-rays =>

nausea
• Group 2: Electric shock

=> feet hurt

Garcia & Koelling
• Group 1:

– X-ray => nausea
– Day 2: sugar water (no light, no noise):

avoid
– Day 2: light + noise (no sugar taste): drink

• Group 2:
– Electric shock to feet
– Day 2: sugar water (no light, no noise):

drink;
–  Day 2: light+noise (no sugar taste): avoid

Rats’ solution to an ambiguous problem
• Situation is ambiguous

– Many clues exist (taste, light, sound,
room temperature, etc.) when bad
things happened. No unique
solution

• Add assumptions about how the
world works
– Stomach illness: taste, not

environment
– Physical pain: external environment,

not taste
• Assumptions are often, but not

always, correct
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Theme 1
• Much of cognition is induction (ambiguous

solutions)

• Add assumptions/constraints to reach a
unique solution
– E.g., Garcia & Koelling’s rats
– Humans, too

Example: assumptions in word
learning

• How do children learn the meanings of new
words?

“turtle!”

The word “turtle” could meaning an infinite
array of meanings

Children learn word meanings by relying on
3 assumptions

Ellen Markman: constraints on word meanings
• Taxonomic assumption: Children will extend a new

label to something of the same kind rather than
something which is thematically related to the
known object.

65% 35%

I. “See this bif?”
“Can you find another bif?”

•II. “See this?”
“Can you find another one?”

25% - cricket, 75% - spider web 

Mutual exclusivity constraint

• Word names are mutually exclusive

Experimenter says: “Hand me the mafer.”

Kid thinks:
   She said mafer in presence of apple and that other-thing.
\Mafer means??? - possible candidates: apple, other-thing

Add mutual exclusivity constraint:
   She said mafer in presence of apple and that other thing.
   Things that have a name don’t get another & apple already
Has a name.
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Markman’s constraints
• Whole object assumption: Children associate a novel

term with an entire object rather than a part of that
object.

• Taxonomic assumption: same kind inference, not
same theme.

• Mutual exclusivity assumption: words have mutually
exclusive meanings.

Language learning:

INDUCTION
Candle, flame,
Be careful, hot

Flicker, …
“candle”

More on theme 1

• Induction
– Begins with specific facts or observations

and then draws general conclusion from
them

• Deduction
– Begins with a general statement and tries

to figure out specific claims follow from it

Some deductive arguments

All gorillas are apes.
All apes are mammals.
\ All gorillas are mammals.

Cognitive psychology classes are fun.
This class is a cognitive psychology class.
\This class is fun.

All whales are fish.
Willy is a whale.
\Willy is a fish.

Some inductive arguments
99 swans have been observed and all of them were white.
\All swans are white.

The boiling point of water has in the past always been
observed at 100 C.

\Tomorrow, the boiling point of water will be 100 degrees
C.

Gorillas like eating onions.
\Chimpanzees like eating onions.
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Syntactic nature of deduction
/ semantic nature of induction
• Deduction:

– All plurbs are chenny
– Fred is a plurb
– -----------------------
– Fred is chenny???

• Induction:
– I have seen two plurbs and they were chenny.
– Fred is a plurb.
– -----------------------
– Fred is chenny???

Inductive inference in science vision, and
language learning

• The problem:
Finite amount
Of evidence INDUCTION Many possible

conclusions

Conclusion is “underdetermined” by evidence

Fact1, fact2,
Fact3, fact4, … INDUCTION

e.g., theory A: 
Light is waveform

e.g., theory B:
Light is particles

Science:

Vision:

Red, round, 
shiny INDUCTION Apple, tomato,

Radish, ball, ???

Language learning:

INDUCTION
Candle, flame,
Be careful, hot

Flicker, …
“candle”

Theme 1: Much of cognition is
induction; add constraints

• Problem:
How do we narrow down the possible
conclusions?

fiADD CONSTRAINTS
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Add constraints to vision
• Assumption:

– When things fall, they’ll fall along a straight
trajectory to a lower place.

Insert Gravity Video


